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OUTCOME OF PROCEEDINGS

From: General Secretariat of the Council
To: Delegations
Subject: Working Party on Internal and External Fisheries Policy on 21-22 November 2018:
I. Main TACs
II. Western Waters MAP
III. EU-Côte d’Ivoire SFPA Joint Committee meeting (Abidjan, 27-28 November 2018)
IV. 7th annual meeting of the Commission of the South Pacific Regional Fisheries Management Organisation (The Hague, The Netherlands 23-27 January 2019)
V. Debriefing of the annual meeting of NEAFC and exchange of views on Coastal States consultations
VI. EU-Norway consultations (Bergen, 26 November - 30 November 2018)
VII. 3rd Meeting of the Signatories to the Memorandum of Understanding on the Conservation of Migratory Sharks (Sharks MOS 3) (Monaco, 10-14 December 2018)
VIII. AoB: North Pacific Fisheries Commission (NPFC)
IX. Information point from the Council Legal Service on CCAMLR (Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources)

DOCUMENT PARTIALLY ACCESSIBLE TO THE PUBLIC (15.03.2019)
I. Proposal for a COUNCIL REGULATION fixing for 2019 the fishing opportunities for certain fish stocks and groups of fish stocks, applicable in Union waters and, for Union fishing vessels, in certain non-Union waters

– Continuation of examination

1. The Working Party continued the examination of the proposal in particular the content of the Commission non paper as set out in doc. 14485/18.

2. The Presidency announced that the Working Party would revert to this item shortly to examine a document containing a summary of delegation's comments.
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